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ABSTRACT
Gold standard datasets on protein complexes are
key to inferring and validating protein–protein inter-
actions. Despite much progress in characterizing
protein complexes in the yeast Saccharomyces cer-
evisiae, numerous researchers still use as reference
the manually curated complexes catalogued by the
Munich Information Center of Protein Sequences
database. Although this catalogue has served the
community extremely well, it no longer reflects the
current state of knowledge. Here, we report two cat-
alogues of yeast protein complexes as results of
systematic curation efforts. The first one, denoted
as CYC2008, is a comprehensive catalogue of 408
manually curated heteromeric protein complexes
reliably backed by small-scale experiments reported
in the current literature. This catalogue represents
an up-to-date reference set for biologists interested
in discovering protein interactions and protein
complexes. The second catalogue, denoted as
YHTP2008, comprises 400 high-throughput com-
plexes annotated with current literature evidence.
Among them, 262 correspond, at least partially, to
CYC2008 complexes. Evidence for interacting sub-
units is collected for 68 complexes that have only
partial or no overlap with CYC2008 complexes,
whereas no literature evidence was found for 100
complexes. Some of these partially supported and
as yet unsupported complexes may be interesting
candidates for experimental follow up. Both cata-
logues are freely available at: http://wodaklab.org/
cyc2008/.
INTRODUCTION
Extensively validated, highly reliable protein–protein
interaction (PPI) sets, the so-called ‘Gold Standards’
play a key role in deriving protein interaction networks
using machine learning approaches (1–3). In deriving such
networks for the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae the most
widely used ‘gold standard’ dataset has been the manually
curated protein complexes catalogued in the Munich
Information Center for Protein Sequences (MIPS) data-
base (4). Although this catalogue has served the commu-
nity extremely well, it no longer reﬂects the current state of
knowledge in the ﬁeld (5). Furthermore, it lacks direct
links to published evidence and its hierarchical organiza-
tion is sometimes ad hoc. Thanks to advances in protein
puriﬁcation methods and proteomics techniques (6), many
new yeast complexes have been identiﬁed in small-scale
and large-scale experiments since the MIPS catalogue
was compiled. But, information on these newly identiﬁed
complexes is scattered across numerous publications and
several databases, among which the Saccharomyces
Genome Database (SGD) (7) certainly oﬀers the most
up-to-date information and literature annotations.
In order to produce a new comprehensive list of yeast
protein complexes that reﬂect the current state of the ﬁeld,
we have combined the results from recent high-throughput
studies with ﬁndings of small-scale experiments by system-
atically annotating 400 complexes (8) predicted using the
Markov Clustering algorithm (9) from one of the highest
quality experimentally derived physical interaction net-
works (1). We annotated these predicted complexes indi-
vidually by reviewing publications that report complexes
sharing subunits with the predicted complex. Under the
guidance of the set of 400 complexes identiﬁed in the high
quality interaction network, we were able to retrieve 408
heteromeric complexes in S. cerevisiae fully backed by
small-scale experiments from the literature. The results
of this work are two catalogues of annotated yeast protein
complexes: The ﬁrst set, denoted as YHTP2008, comprises
400 complexes derived from genome-wide high-
throughput studies (8). Among them, 262 have been anno-
tated with literature citations, and the remaining 138 are
putative complexes that have hitherto not been reported.
This provides for the ﬁrst time detailed information on the
correspondence between individual protein complexes
derived from high-throughput studies and results of
small-scale experiments reported in the current literature.
The second catalogue is a set of 408 manually curated
yeast complexes derived in small-scale studies, denoted as
CYC2008. We believe that this set represents a more
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intercatome as currently described in the literature, than
the one available previously (215 heteromeric complexes
of the MIPS catalogue) and should hence serve as an
improved gold standard for groups developing methods
for the prediction of protein interactions and complexes.
Both catalogues are freely available for download and the
CYC2008 catalogue can also be explored interactively at:
http://wodaklab.org/cyc2008/.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Annotation of theYHTP2008 catalogue
The YHTP2008 catalogue comprises the 400 complexes
derived as described by Pu et al. (8) from the consolidated
S. cerevisiae protein interactions networks built by apply-
ing the Puriﬁcation Enrichment (PE) score (1) to the two
most recent genome-wide puriﬁcation studies in yeast
(2,10). These complexes were systematically annotated
with literature citations as follows. For each complex,
we reviewed publications reporting small-scale studies
describing complexes sharing all or part of the subunits
and the interactions with those in the YHTP complex.
When identical or partially overlapping complexes were
reported in the publication, the title, author(s), experimen-
tal method(s) and PubMed ID of the original publication
were recorded. We also recorded whether the given com-
plex is already annotated in the MIPS database. When no
publication referring to co-puriﬁed components of the
YHTP complex was found, publications reporting evi-
dence for pair-wise interactions between components of
the complex were collected. When evidence was found
for at least one interacting pair of genes of an YHTP
complex, it was labeled as a ‘Candidate complex’; other-
wise, it was labeled as ‘to be determined’ (TBD).
Compilation of theCYC2008 catalogue
While annotating the YHTP complexes, every time a lit-
erature reference completely recapitulated an YHTP com-
plex, this complex was archived in a separate list, named
CYC2008. When an YHTP complex partially overlaps
with a complex reported in the literature, only the litera-
ture deﬁned complex was archived in the CYC2008. The
experimental methods employed for identifying the com-
plex in the publication were obtained from the Materials
and methods section of the original paper and were clas-
siﬁed using the Experimental Systems Code of The
Biological General Repository for Interaction Datasets
(BioGrid) database (11). When several papers were
found to report the identiﬁcation of the subunits of a
complex, only the PubMed ID of the most recent paper
was recorded. The purpose of recording this reference
was to provide an entry point for retrieving the most
up-to-date information related to complexes, not to
archive a comprehensive list of all papers that identify
various subunits of a particular complex. In total, 326
complexes backed by evidence from small-scale experi-
ments were collected into the list of curated yeast com-
plexes at the end of this annotation process.
In order to improve the completeness of this list, we
supplemented it with complexes mentioned in the
Description record of the SGD (7). More speciﬁcally,
these Description records were text-mined for the words
‘complex’, ‘dimer’, or ‘trimer’. Complexes captured in this
way and not yet present in the current list of curated yeast
complexes were again veriﬁed by reviewing original papers
that reported these complexes, using the procedure
described above. This resulted in adding 82 additional
complexes to the CYC2008 list. Among them, 43 were
absent from the SGD complex list downloaded on 21
April 2008 (available at: ftp://genome-ftp.stanford.edu/
pub/yeast/data_download/literature_curation/go_protein
_complex_slim.tab), and another 19 have diﬀerent subunit
compositions from those in the SGD complex list.
Comparison of CYC2008 withexisting sets of
yeast protein complexes
The MIPS complexes, SGD complexes and those derived
from high-throughput experiments were obtained from
the sources listed in Table 1.
A complex by complex comparison was performed
between the CYC2008 complexes and each of the complex
sets listed in Table 1. The Jaccard index was used to quan-
tify the overlap between complexes. For a pair of com-
plexes i from CYC2008 and j from one of the other sets of
complexes, the Jaccard index Jij ¼ q=ðq þ r þ sÞ is com-
puted, where q is the number of subunits common to
both i and j, while r and s are the number of subunits
unique to i and j, respectively. Complex j is considered
as the maximal match of i if Jij>Jix for any complex
x6¼j in the complex set.
To quantify the modularity of the complexes in each set,
the overlap among complexes in the same set was calcu-
lated as detailed in Pu et al. (8). Brieﬂy, the average over-
lap per complex, Overlap_C, is computed as (2 Noc)/Nc,
where Noc is the total number of unordered pairs of over-
lapping complexes in the network and Nc is the total
number of complexes. The average number of proteins




nij=Noc where nij is the number of proteins





BioGrid Reguly et al. (17)
YHTP2008 Pu et al. (8)
Gavin Gavin et al. (10)
Krogan Krogan et al. (2)
The MIPS complexes were taken at the leaf level of the hierarchical
scheme, excluding homomeric complexes and complexes bearing the
Systematic Analysis Code 550. The SGD complexes (ﬁle name at the
SGD ftp site: go_protein_complex_slim.tab) represents mapping of
gene products to the direct children of the ‘Macromolecular complex’
GO term (GOID:32991). BioGrid complexes can be found in the online
supplementary materials of Reguly et al. (17): Supplementary Table 2:
Co-puriﬁed complexes in the literature curated (LC) dataset.
826 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37,No. 3shared between pairs of complexes i and j, i 6¼ j. Nc is the
total number of complexes and Noc is the total number of
pairs of overlapping complexes as mentioned above.
Evaluating the supportby binary interactions
Three datasets of binary PPI were collected in order to
assess the extent to which the complexes, annotated
here, that are supported by binary interactions between
complex components.
The ﬁrst dataset is the high quality yeast two-hybrid
(Y2H) dataset containing 2930 interactions among 2018
proteins (3). This dataset, denoted Y2H-Union, is the
union of the high quality portions of the data from three
high-throughput Y2H studies (3,12,13) and was down-
loaded from http://interactome.dfci.harvard.edu/S_cerevi
siae/.
The second dataset is derived from a recently published
genome-wide screen of yeast PPI using a protein-fragment
complementation assay (PCA), which identiﬁed 2770
interactions among 1124 proteins (14). The third dataset
encompasses 1985 interactions among 536 integral mem-
brane proteins identiﬁed with a modiﬁed split-ubiquitin
technique named Membrane Yeast Two-Hybrid
(MYTH) (15). These three datasets taken together contain
7086 unique interactions among 2929 proteins (repre-
senting about 50% of the yeast genome). It should be
noted, that although the interactions detected in these
studies tend to be considered as representing direct phys-
ical interactions, this may not necessarily be the case.
Indeed, none of the abovementioned detection methods
is able to diﬀerentiate between a direct physical interaction
and one that is mediate by one (or a few) additional part-
ners. However, the fraction of indirect interactions in the
dataset would vary with the detection method and the
proteins considered.
For the purpose of the present analysis, the interactions
from all three datasets are considered as pair-wise ‘direct’
interactions. An interaction is deﬁned as ‘within-complex’
when both interaction partners map into the same com-
plex in our annotated set. An interaction between two
proteins that map into diﬀerent complexes is termed
‘between-complex’.
Coverage ofthe yeast genome
Gene ontology (GO) (16) slim annotations of yeast genes
in the Biological Process and Cellular Component cate-
gories were obtained from the SGD ftp site: ftp://
genome-ftp.stanford.edu/pub/yeast/data_download/litera
ture_curation/on 4 June 2008. Coverage of the yeast
genome by genes in analyzed complexes was computed
for each GO term in the above two categories.
Functional annotations of CYC2008complexes
A complex is annotated with a GO term if all subunits of
the complex are annotated with a particular GO term, or
the complex is enriched with genes that are annotated with
a particular GO term. The enrichment is determined
using hypergeometric tests with Bonferroni corrections;
the level of signiﬁcance is set at an E-value=0.05.
Speciﬁcally, let N be the total number of genes in the
yeast genome, NT be the number of genes annotated
with GO term T, NC be the number of subunits in complex
C, NCT be the number of subunits in complex C that are
annotated with GO term T, to determine if C is enriched
with T, the probability of observing at least NCT subunits
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The probability p(C,T) is corrected for multi-testing by
multiplying it with the product of the number of com-




The complexes in this catalogue are those derived by Pu
et al. (8) from the consolidated protein interaction net-
work produced by Collins et al. (1) from the two most
recent high-throughput genome-wide puriﬁcation studies
(2,10). These complexes were annotated here with litera-
ture references as described in the Materials and methods
section, with the results summarized in Supplementary
Table S1.
The complexes that are absent from both the MIPS and
SGD databases and for which no supporting evidence
could be found in publications reporting small-scale stud-
ies are considered here as putative complexes. They are
annotated as ‘none’ in the ‘Related known complex’
column of the Supplementary Table S1. In the ‘Putative
complex’ column of Supplementary Table S1, it is indi-
cated whether a putative complex is likely to be a candi-
date complex based on the amount of information
available on the interactions between its subunits. PPI
data derived from both small-scale and high-throughput
studies and archived in the SGD database were used to
make these judgments (see Materials and methods sec-
tion). Complexes marked as ‘Candidate complex’ are
those where one or more pair-wise interactions are sup-
ported by one or more studies, as is the case of Complex
224 (TMA20/TMA22). It is indeed believed that the like-
lihood that an interaction is genuine increases with the
number of diﬀerent publications that report it (17).
Hence, previously unreported complexes that comprise
such interactions are good candidates for further experi-
mental validation. When no literature evidence what
so ever could be found, the YHTP complex is denoted
as TBD.
For complexes for which some literature support was
found, the annotations compare the YHTP complexes
with those reported in the literature (the column ‘complete
known complex’) gene by gene. If the two complexes are
identical, the YHTP complex is denoted as a ‘complete
complex’ in the column ‘Putative complex’. This complex
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(e.g. Complex 211 is the RAVE complex). Otherwise,
the predicted complexes may sometimes contain subunits
in addition to those of known complexes (e.g. in Complex
55, LHP1 may be a novel subunit of the Signal
Recognition Particle and is highlighted in the column
‘genes belonging to no complexes’). Due to limitations
of the high-throughput approaches, a predicted complex
may be a partial complex (e.g. Complex 219 is annotated
as ‘part of a complex’) or contains multiple complexes,
which share subunits extensively (e.g. Complex 3 encom-
passing subunits of all three RNA polymerases is anno-
tated as ‘contains complexes’).
Annotation of YHTP complexes is summarized in the
Supplementary Figure S1. Among the 400 YHTP com-
plexes annotated here, 75 are identical to complexes
reported in small-scale experiments, 138 have no corre-
spondence at all with those reported in such experiments,
and are thus putative complexes that could be examined
further. The remaining complexes partially overlap with
complexes reported in the literature. By gathering addi-
tional evidence from the literature on PPIs in the putative
complexes and partially overlapping complexes, we were
able to identify 68 candidate complexes (38 and 30 from
non-overlapping and partially overlapping complexes,
respectively) and marked as such in the ‘Putative complex’
column of the Supplementary Table S1. We suggest that
these complexes should be of high priority for further
experimental validation.
CYC2008complexes set
Using a targeted literature search approach, primarily
guided by the annotation of the YHTP2008 complexes,
we were able to compile a list of 408 heteromeric yeast
protein complexes (Supplementary Table S2), each com-
pletely backed by small-scale experiments.
These complexes comprise on average 4.7 subunits and
their size distribution follows a power law (Supplementary
Figure S2). Aﬃnity capture followed by Western blot (e.g.
co-immunoprecipitation) remains the most popular tech-
nique for yeast protein complex identiﬁcation in small-
scale experiments (Supplementary Figure S3). The results
of GO functional categories analysis of the genes belong-
ing to CYC2008 complexes are summarized in
Supplementary Figure S4. In the Biological Process cate-
gory (Supplementary Figure S4a), CYC2008 complexes
cover over 70% of the S. cerevisiae genes involved in tran-
scription and translation, while genes involved in metab-
olisms are poorly represented (less than 20%). In
the Cellular Component category (Supplementary
Figure S4b), genes localized in the ribosome and chromo-
somes are well represented (>70%), while those residing
in the plasma membrane are poorly covered. The latter
ﬁnding reﬂects the fact that complexes involving mem-
brane proteins are diﬃcult to purify using standard pro-
tocols (15).
As illustrated in Figure 1, only a limited fraction of the
CYC2008 complexes have nearly perfect overlaps (Jaccard
index > 0.9) with the complexes in SGD and MIPS (40%
and 22%, respectively). On the other end of the spectrum,
23% and 38% of CYC2008 complexes have no counter-
part (Jaccard index < 0.1) in the SGD and MIPS com-
plexes, respectively. These simple statistics clearly indicate
that CYC2008 catalogue diﬀers signiﬁcantly from MIPS
and SGD catalogues and is more comprehensive.
To further characterize the CYC2008 complexes, we
assessed the extent to which speciﬁc protein subunits are
shared between complexes within various complex sets,
with the results summarized in Table 2. While the com-
plexes identiﬁed by the genome-wide TAP-tagging analy-
sis of Krogan and colleagues (2) do not share subunits,
those identiﬁed by Gavin and colleagues (10) are highly
overlapping. Although CYC2008 has 90% more com-
plexes than in MIPS (408 versus 215), it resembles the
MIPS complexes in terms of the average number com-
plexes that share subunits with a given complex, the aver-
age number of shared genes per complex and the fraction
of complexes that share subunits with others. However,
this resemblance is not surprising given that both MIPS
and CYC2008 complexes are derived from small-scale
experiments.
An important goal in compiling an up-to-date set of
protein complexes is to derive from it a reference set of
co-complex binary protein–protein associations. We
derived such reference set from the 408 complexes in
CYC2008 and compared it to co-complex associations
derived from the MIPS and SGD complexes. In addition,
we compared the set of co-complex associations derived
from all three sets with PPIs archived in the BioGrid (11)
database (Table 3). The BioGrid yeast PPI data (ver-
sion 2.0.39) were downloaded from the URL: http://
www.thebiogrid.org/downloads.php on 25 March 2008,
Figure 1. Quantifying the correspondence of CYC2008 complexes
with those in other sets of yeast protein complexes. Each complex in
the CYC2008 is mapped into complexes in six other sets. These
are MIPS, SGD, BioGrid, Krogan, Gavin and YHTP2008
(see Table 1 for details of these datasets). A Jaccard index is computed
for each pair of matching complexes to quantify the extent of overlap
between the complex components (see Materials and methods section
for details). A Jaccard index of 1 indicates that two complexes are
identical in terms of subunit compositions, and index of 0 means
no overlap at all. This ﬁgure shows, for example, that only 165
CYC2008 complexes are nearly identical (0.9<Jaccard index<1.0) to
SGD complexes, while 93 CYC2008 complexes have no overlap
with any SGD complexes (Jaccard index=0).
828 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37,No. 3and all genetic interactions were ﬁltered out prior to
analysis.
Following others (1,2,5) we deﬁne co-complex associa-
tions as associations between any pair of proteins that
belong to a complex, also known as the ‘matrix’ represen-
tation of PPIs (1). We ﬁnd that more than half of
CYC2008 co-complex associations (53%) correspond to
PPIs in BioGrid. Considering that BioGrid uses a general-
ized spoke model to represent interactions (11), this over-
lap would very likely increase if the same model were used
in both datasets. The overlap of the MIPS co-complex
associations with BioGrid is much more limited (38%),
and it is particularly small for SGD complexes.
However, it should be noted that SGD derives complex
memberships based on experimentally derived GO anno-
tations in the Cellular Component category, which is
structured as a hierarchically organized directed acyclic
graph (16). As a result, complexes deﬁned at diﬀerent
levels of the functional or structural hierarchy co-exist in
SGD complexes set (e.g. ‘ribosome’, ‘cytosolic ribosome’
and ‘cytosolic small ribosomal subunit’ are all present as
complexes in the set). This representation has two impli-
cations: ﬁrst, the overlap among complexes is signiﬁcant
(Table 2), as complexes at diﬀerent levels of the hierarchy
naturally overlap with one another; second, some
complexes actually represent functional groups (e.g. ‘ribo-
some’ and ‘transcription factor complex’) and are artiﬁ-
cially large, which produce a large number of
co-complex associations, as shown in Table 3. Another
example illustrating this problem is the ‘histone deacety-
lase complex’. SGD lists 18 genes under this term; how-
ever, these 18 genes belong to four diﬀerent physical
complexes (Rpd3L complex, Rpd3S complex, HDA com-
plex and Set3 complex), which are also listed as individual
complexes in SGD. While the Cellular Component
terms of GO correctly reﬂect the functional grouping of
genes in these complexes, using such grouping to derive
co-complex associations would invariably result in an
increased number of False Positives (inferred associations
that do not correspond to physical interactions).
Support forCYC2008 fromdirect binary interactions
Having derived an augmented, up-to-date set of S. cerevi-
siae complexes, it is of interest to assess the extent to
which these complexes are supported by binary PPIs
obtained by techniques geared at detecting such interac-
tions directly. To that end data from a recent Y2H study
(3), a large-scale PCA analysis (14) and an integral mem-
brane protein-focused, split-ubiquitin-based study using
MYTH (15) were pooled into a binary PPI network,
encompassing 7086 interactions among 2929 proteins
(see Materials and methods section for detail). Mapping
these proteins onto the components of the CYC2008 com-
plexes shows that only 917 genes/protein are shared
between the two sets (representing  31% of the proteins
in the binary interaction set, and 56% of the proteins in
the CYC2008 dataset). In total, 193 (47% of CYC2008)
complexes harbor one or more of 438 within-complex
interactions, with, on average, three subunits per complex
involved in such interactions. At the same time, 243 com-
plexes are linked by 421 between-complex interactions.
Interestingly, of the 438 within-complex binary interac-
tions, the majority 321 (73%) has been identiﬁed by the
Y2H screens, while 212 (48%) and 21(5%), have been
identiﬁed the PCA and MYTH techniques. Among the
193 complexes that contains binary interactions the major-
ity, 144 (75%) are small complexes with less than six sub-
units. Most large complexes that are well supported by
Table 2. Subunits sharing between complexes within diﬀerent complex catalogues
Complex sets CYC2008 MIPS SGD BioGrid YTHP400 Krogan Gavin
Number of complexes 408 215 293 234 400 547 491
Number of overlapping
pairs
430 168 1052 1206 194 0 19576
Average overlap per
complex
1.054 0.781 3.542 5.154 0.485 0.000 39.870
Average number of shared
genes
2.047 2.417 8.781 2.488 2.505 0.000 2.399
Fraction of overlapping
complexes
0.436 0.414 0.670 0.744 0.195 0.000 0.969
The complex catalogues are the same as those considered in Figure 1 and Table 1 (see legend of Figure 1 and Table 1 for details). The overlap
between complexes was computed as described in Materials and methods section. Number of overlapping pairs: number of complex pairs sharing
subunits. Average overlap per complex: average number of other complexes with which a given complex shares subunits. Average number of shared
genes: average number of subunits shared between pairs of overlapping complexes. Fraction of overlapping complexes: The fraction of complexes that
share subunits with one or more other complexes.
Table 3. Percentages of co-complex associations derived from diﬀerent
catalogues of yeast protein complexes, which overlap with PPIs
archived in BioGrid database (17)






CYC2008 1630 11327 53%
MIPS 1194 11014 38%
SGD 1816 251058 4.3%
Co-complex associations are all pair-wise links between proteins
belonging to the same complex. They are computed here for the
three curated complex catalogues (MIPS, SGD and CYC2008) consid-
ered in this study, detailed in the Table 1. The inordinately large
number of co-complex pairs derived from the SGD complexes stem
from the fact that these complexes tend to represent functional
groups and not physical complexes, as discussed in the text.
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(e.g. the mediator, SAGA and U4/U6 U5 tri-snRNP
complexes). The PCA is very successful with detecting
interactions between the components of the proteosome
and the CCR4-NOT core complex. All ribosomal com-
plexes (except for the cytoplasmic ribosomal large subunit,
which is supported by only two binary interactions) have
no support from the high quality binary interaction data-
sets analyzed here. The remaining vast majority (88%) of
the binary interactions either link a protein belonging to a
complex with another protein that is not part of any
CYC2008 complex (2173 interactions or  31% of all the
analyzed binary interactions) or link two proteins that are
part of none of the CYC2008 complexes (3910, or 55% of
the binary interactions).
CYC2008on theweb
To facilitate exploration of the CYC2008 complexes, an
interactive website has been created (http://wodaklab.org/
cyc2008/). The back end of the website is a relational
database that stores information relevant to the
CYC2008 complexes. The complexes can be queried by
complex name, gene name, PubMed ID, etc. GO annota-
tions are also provided for each complex, with a p-value
and E-value associated with each GO term to indicate
statistical signiﬁcance of the functional enrichment. The
complete CYC2008 catalogue as well as the full set of
annotated YHTP2008 complexes can be freely down-
loaded for batch analysis. In addition, all the information
described here has been made available to the MIPS and
SGD databases for wider distribution to the scientiﬁc
community.
DISCUSSION
Benchmark datasets play an important role in modern
bioinformatics (3). The yeast complexes cataloged in the
MIPS database have been widely used as a benchmark in
recently published work on PPIs and protein complex pre-
diction (5,18–20). However, this list has become outdated
with the fast pace of progress in co-puriﬁcation techni-
ques. As a consequence of using MIPS as a benchmark,
some recently predicted complexes denoted as ‘novel’ with
respect to the set of MIPS complexes, are in fact not novel
at all, as they have been identiﬁed in other (often more
recent) small-scale studies. For instance, only 2 out 10
novel complexes (against MIPS complexes) predicted in
(18) are not in CYC2008. The availability of the much
larger and up-to-date CYC2008 set of yeast complexes
will facilitate the identiﬁcation of genuinely novel com-
plexes, thus setting a new standard for methods that
infer interactions and complexes in S. cerevisiae and
related organisms.
Our comparative analysis also indicates that the
CYC2008 catalogue has not only better coverage of the
yeast genome, but is also a better representation of
the stable yeast interactome than the MIPS complexes,
as evidenced by the larger proportion of co-complex asso-
ciations that correspond to BioGrid interactions.
Hence, the CYC2008 catalogue should also represent an
improved ‘Gold Standard’ set for machine learning pro-
cedures (Vlasblom et al. submitted).
Protein complexes are dynamic in nature. Assembly and
dissociation of various complexes occur constantly in the
cell. Several complexes may amalgamate to form larger
cellular machines (e.g. pre-initiation complexes, kineto-
chores, splicesome, proteosome). To capture at least to
some extent the dynamic nature of complexes, the MIPS
database represents them in a hierarchic fashion. Since an
important goal of our study has been to derive a reference
set of stable co-complex associations, we chose to repre-
sent complexes in their modular form; that is, each com-
plex is the smallest physical assembly of proteins detected
using biochemical approaches. Therefore, larger com-
plexes such as the nuclear pore complex, splicesome and
kinetochore complexes are not archived as such in the
CYC2008 catalogue. However, each of these larger com-
plexes is represented by their corresponding smaller com-
plexes that are readily detectible in small-scale studies.
This representation minimizes the number of false positive
co-complex associations that may arise by using the
matrix model representation of PPIs/associations. This
may in part explain the better speciﬁcity of CYC2008
co-complex associations than that of MIPS, when mea-
sured against PPIs archived in the BioGrid database, the
bulk of which is derived from data on co-puriﬁed
components.
In comparison, the overlap between the CYC2008 com-
plexes and a compendium of the so-called direct binary
interactions, collectively detected by the Y2H, PCA and
MYTH techniques, is much more limited. Only 47% of
the CYC2008 complexes have some support from direct
binary interaction data, whereas the vast majority (94%)
of the binary interactions fall outside of known complexes,
as noted by others as well (3,14). The very scant overlap
with the binary interactions identiﬁed using the MYTH
technique is due to the fact that this technique focuses
on the detection of membranes proteins, which have so
far been poorly covered by co-puriﬁcation methods. The
limited overlap with the interactions detected by the Y2H
and PCA methods is less obvious, and may stem from the
diﬀerent categories of interactions that these techniques
and the co-puriﬁcation methods are able to detect
(stable versus more transient interactions), the diﬀerent
contexts in which the interactions are detected [in diﬀerent
organelles (co-puriﬁcation and PCA), versus only in the
nucleus (for Y2H)]. With PCA capable of detecting asso-
ciation between proteins separated by up to 80A ˚ (14), the
context of these associations (e.g. number and type of
intervening partners) may vary substantially, explaining
the particularly poor overlap of these associations with
co-complex interactions.
With an unknown fraction of the binary interactions
being mediated by intervening partners, it is furthermore
not straightforward at this point to derive topology
descriptions from binary interactions even for complexes
well supported by such interactions.
Last but not the least, the annotated YHTP2008 cata-
logue provides for the ﬁrst time detailed information
on the correspondence between complexes identiﬁed by
high-throughput studies and those characterized by
830 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37,No. 3small-scale experiments reported in the current literature.
The availability of this information should make it
possible for experimental groups to follow up more
systematically on the potential discoveries made by the
high-throughput experiments.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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